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  QUALITY K9 CONCEPTS LLC. 
Dog Training Service Contract 

 
This contract is entered into in Harlem, Georgia, Columbia County, on _______________ 20____, between QUALITY K9 

CONCEPTS LLC. (Hereinafter referred to as “TRAINER”) and __________________ (hereinafter referred to as “OWNER”),   

home phone (    ) ___________________ 

address_______________________________________________,city/zip__________________________________For the 

consideration described within this contract, TRAINER agrees to provide the training services indicated below for the OWNER 

and the OWNER’S dog (hereinafter referred to as “DOG”).  OWNER avers that he/she is the legal owner of the dog described 

as: Breed:_____________________  Sex:____ Name:_________________________ Date of Birth: _______________ 

 

TRAINER offers the services listed below: 

 

q PUPPY MANAGEMENT TRAINING  

For the sum of $________ payable in advance, TRAINER agrees to provide puppy management training for the DOG.  

This training consists of and is limited to teaching the dog the basic discipline required to promote manageable 

behavior in and around the home (e.g., crate training, preventing accidents, proper diet, puppy obedience, etc.) 

 

q BASIC OBEDIENCE TRAINING  

For the sum of $________ payable in advance, TRAINER agrees to provide obedience training for the DOG.  This 

training consists of and is limited to the following on- and off-leash commands:   Recall (every time), Sit/Stay (off 

leash), Down/Stay (off leash), Heel (on leash), Get in car, Wait at the door, Advanced Distraction Proofing, and the 

EMERGENCY DOWN. 

ADVANCED OBEDIENCE TRAINING  

For the sum of $________ payable in advance, TRAINER agrees to provide advanced obedience training for the DOG.  

This training consists of, and is limited to, the following off-leash commands:   Drop on Recall, recall with wrap-

around finish, Heel (off leash), Automatic Sit when owner stops walking and all BASIC OBEDIENCE commands. 

 

q BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION/SPECIALTY TRAINING 

For the sum of $________ payable in advance, TRAINER agrees to provide behavior modification/specialty training 

for the DOG.  This training consists ________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

NO CASH REFUNDS 

  If, through no fault of TRAINER, training services contracted and paid for by the OWNER cannot be completed, TRAINER 

will provide credit to the OWNER for these training services.  However, TRAINER will NOT refund any portion of money paid 

to him.  The credit which the OWNER will receive will entitle the OWNER to receive training for the DOG or a substitute dog. 

QUALITY K9 CONCEPTS LLC IS NOT LIABLE FOR THE DOGS PERFORMANCE. 

  Although TRAINER will use all reasonable care to train the DOG, TRAINER cannot guarantee that the DOG will respond 

adequately to all commands, at all times, given by the OWNER.  OWNER AGREES that TRAINER will not be liable for any 

damage or loss resulting from the DOG’S failure to respond to any command(s) or behavior modification for which TRAINER 
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trained the dog. Quality K9 Concepts LLC guarantees that Trainer Matt Hammond can successfully train the dog, as agreed upon 

between OWNER and Quality K9 Concepts LLC. 

      QUALITY K9 CONCEPTS LLC agrees to train the DOG in a reasonable manner.   

  However, the effectiveness of a completed training program depends on many factors over which TRAINER has no control.  

Such factors include, but are not limited to, the future health of the DOG, the frequency and effectiveness of training 

reinforcement which the OWNER must give the DOG, and the degree of respect which the OWNER instills in the DOG. 

  If the DOG injures any person, or if the DOG’S failure to respond to any command(s) result(s) in injury to the OWNER, 

OTHER PARTIES, or any PROPERTY damage to the OWNER or OTHER PARTIES, OWNER agrees to indemnify and hold 

TRAINER harmless for all claims asserted against TRAINER by any third parties, whether or not represented by a final 

judgment, if such claims arise out of or result from the DOG’S conduct, including all claims for bodily injury (including death), 

personal injury, property damage, and other losses, liabilities, costs, and expenses (including but not limited to attorneys fees).  

Further, OWNER agrees to assume the risk of any injury which may occur to the OWNER while QUALITY K9 CONCEPTS 

LLC is training the DOG. 

 

  OWNER agrees to make a good faith effort to substantially comply with the daily dog training exercises that must occur at the 

OWNER’s home between EACH private session with the TRAINER. ______ initials     THESE AT-HOME TRAINING 

EXERCISES ARE CRITICAL TO A SUCCESSFUL TRAINING OUTCOME. 

 

  This written CONTRACT constitutes the entire agreement between QUALITY K9 CONCEPTS LLC and the OWNER and may 

not be changed except by a writing signed by QUALITY K9 CONCEPTS LLC and OWNER. 

 

  OWNER has read the above CONTRACT AND AGREES TO ITS TERMS AND CONDITIONS. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

OWNER 

 

QUALITY K9 CONCEPTS LLC agrees to the terms and conditions of this CONTRACT. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Duly Authorized Representative and Employee of:                
 
QUALITY K9 CONCEPTS LLC 
995 Lake Ave. 
Harlem, GA 30814 (706) 631-7592 
 
 
 

Training the best…….One dog at a time!! 
 


